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Abstract 
    The aim of this work is to give a simple description of a cyclic polytope and a new 
approach for finding the coefficient of its Ehrhart polynomials using Pascal triangles. 
   Theorem for concluding that the roots of a cyclic polytopes are negative is also 
given. 
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طريقة جديدة �يجاد معام�ت وجذور متعدد حدود ايرھارت لمتعدد السطوح الدوري 
 مع بعض الصفات

الخ�صة

ب معام�ت�ه باس�تخدام اھدف البحث ھو وص�ف متع�دد الس�طوح ال�دوري وتق�ديم طريق�ة جدي�دة لحس� 
.ي���ة نس���تنتج منھ���ا ان الج���ذور لمتع���دد الس���طوح ال���دوري ھ���ي س���البةت���م تق���ديم نظر.مثل���ث باس���كال

1-Introduction 
he coefficients of the Ehrhart 
polynomials have been of 
interest since Ehrhart first 

began his study of ).t(L P  Recent 
researches were focused on the roots 
of Ehrhart polynomial as well, 
partially in an attempt for better 
understanding of the coefficients of 

).t(L P There have been a veriety of 
results suggested that the roots of 
Ehrhart polynomial have interesting 
and unique behaviors, such as the 
following: The coefficients and roots 
are very special [2], for example by B. 
J. Braun[3]   
Showed that the coefficients of their 
Ehrhart polynomials behave nicely 
with respect to the free summation 
operation and J. Pfeile, M.Beck, J.De 
Loera, M. Develin, and R. P. 

Stanley[9], showed that the Ehrhart 
polynomial )t(L P of d-dimensional 
lattice polytope is usually written in 
the lower basis of the vector space of 
polynomials of degree d, also some of 
the coefficients in this representation 
have a nice interpretations and all real 
roots of  Ehrhart polynomials of d-
dimensional lattice polytope lie in the 
half-open interval  [ )2/d,d− .

   We gave a general formula for the 
coefficients of Ehrhart polynomials of 
a cyclic polytope with dimension two, 
and a new form for a cyclic polytope 
in three dimensional using Pascal 
triangle is also given. 
     In this paper, some properties of 
the cyclic polytope are presented, 
theorems for computing Ehrhart 
polynomials of       a cyclic polytope 
are also given. We showed that, in 

T
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general, the roots of the cyclic 
polytopes )n(Cd are negative or have 

negative real part. 
2-The Cyclic Polytope 
Definition 2.1: [4] 
          The moment curve in dR is 

defined by  ,RR:m d→  where  
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Definition (2.2): [4] 
          The cyclic polytope of 
dimension d with n vertices is the 
convex hull 

)}t(m),...,t(m),t(m{conv)t,...,t,t(C n21n21d =

of distinct points )t(m i  where n>d, 

with 1t < 2t <…< nt  on the moment 
curve, where (the convex mean the 
convex hull). 
 Note: the cyclic polytope is 
sometimes denoted by )n(Cd , where n 

is the number of vertices and d is the 
dimension of the cyclic polytope. 
Definition (2.3): [10] 
     A cyclic polytope )n(Cd in dR  is 

said to be simple if there are exactly d 
edges through each vertex, and it is 
called simplicial if each facet contains 
exactly d vertices. 
3-Properties of a Cyclic Polytope 
Theorem (3.1): [6] 
   For n>2 and d≥ 2, the cyclic 
polytope

)}t(m),...,t(m{conv)n(C n1d = ,              

is a simplicial d-polytope. 
Definition (3.1): [11] 
          Let )P(f i  be the number of i-
faces of a d-polytope P,   for 

1d,...,1,0i −= . The face vector 
associated with                                                                                                            
a d-polytope is defined as 

))P(f),...,P(f),P(f()P(f 1d10 −= , 

where )P(fn 0=  is the number of 

vertices of     d-polytope. 
4-The Ehrhart polynomial of a 
Cyclic Polytope   
     The Ehrhart polynomial of a cyclic 
polytope count the number of lattice 
points in a dilation of a cyclic 

polytope by positive integer *t is equal 
to its volume plus the number of 
lattice points in its lower envelope, 
[2].  
    The following theorem appears in 
[8] without proof. F.Ahmed in [1] 

prove   this theorem. 
Theorem (4.1): [8] 
      For any integral cyclic polytope 

)T(Cd where }t,...,t,t{T n21= for 

.n,...,1iand,n,...,2,1t i ==  

)1.4)...(t),T(C(L))T(Ct(vol)t),T(C(L *
1dd

**
d −+=

Where vol  mean the volume of the 
cyclic polytope 
Hence, 

∑ ∑
= =

==
d

0k

d

0k

k*
kkk

**
d ,t)T(C(vol))T(Ct(vol)t),T(C(L

Where ))T(Ct(vol k
*

k is the volume 

of )T(Ct k
* in k-dimensional space, 

and .1))T(Ct(vol 0
*

0 =  

Theorem (4.2): [8] 
          For any integral set T with 

,1dTn +== which mean that 

)n(Cd is simplex, then 

                         

)2.4...()tt(
!d

t
))T(Ct(vol

1dji1
ij

d*

d
* ∏

+≤≤

−=
p

                                 
  From the above theorems we get the 
following theorem. 
Theorem (4.3): [1] 
          For any cyclic polytope 

)T(Cd where }t,...,t,t{T n21= for 

,n,...,2,1t i =    

 and .n,...,1i =  we get the following: 

(i) If )T(Cd  is not simplex, one can 
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    decomposed it into simplices, then 
    using equation (4.2) to compute its 
    volume.                        
(ii) In one dimensional space the 
volume of cyclic polytope 

))T(Ct( 1
* in the 

     interval ]t,t[ n1  is equal to 1n tt − .    
         
5- The coefficients and roots of the 
Ehrhart Polynomial of the cyclic 
Polytope 
       In this section a theorem that 
proves all roots of the Ehrhart 
polynomials of the cyclic polytope are 
negative is given. The results are 
obtained using Matlab software v.6.5 
 (5-1) Formulation of the method 
In this method we find a general 
formula that computes the coefficients 
of Ehrhart polynomial of the cyclic 
polytope in two and three dimensions 
with n vertices using Pascal triangle 
[5]. 
Comparisons between the coefficients 
which are obtained by [1] and those 
obtained by Pascal triangle are the 
same. 
 The Ehrhart polynomial of a cyclic 
polytope of dimension two with n 
vertices is 

∑
=

=
2

0k

k*
kk

*
2 .t)T(C(vol)t,T(C(L  

 
= +*2

22 t))T(C(vol

))T(C(volt))T(C(vol 00
*

11 +  

 
where ))T(C(vol 22 are represented 
by the second row of the Pascal 
triangle, ))T(C(vol 11 are the zero row 
of the Pascal triangle and 

))T(C(vol 00 are the constant row of 

the Pascal triangle which is equal to 
the number one shown in the 
figure(5.1), [5]. 
We get the same results that obtained 
using the method in reference [1] 

For example  

.1t2t)t),3,2,1(C(L *2**
2 ++=  

.1t3t4)t),4,3,2,1(C(L *2**
2 ++=  

.1t4t10)t),5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2**
2 ++=

.1t5t20)t),6,5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2**
2 ++=

.1t6t35)t),7,6,5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2**
2 ++=

.1t7t56)t),8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2**
2 ++=

.1t8t84)t),9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2**
2 ++=

In a similar way the results are 
obtained for d=3  
The Ehrhart polynomial of the cyclic 
polytope of dimension three with n 
vertices is 

∑
=

=
3

0k

k*
kk

*
3 .t)4,3,2,1(C(vol)t),T(C(L

            

= +*3
33 t))T(C(vol

+*2
22 t))T(C(vol      

        ))T(C(volt))T(C(vol 00
*

11 +  

where the ))T(C(vol 33 are computed 

by the above theorems. There are nice 
relations between coefficients of 
Ehrhart polynomials of the cyclic 
polytope for n=4, 5, 6, 7, 8 such that 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For ))T(C(vol 22 are representations 
by the second row of Pascal triangle, 

))T(C(vol 11 are the zero row of the 

Pascal triangle and ))T(C(vol 00 are 

the constant row of the Pascal triangle 
which is equal to the number one  see 
[figure(5.1)] 
We get the same results that obtained 
using the method in reference [1] 
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for example 

.1t3t4t2)t),4,3,2,1(C(L *2*3**
3 +++=

.1t4t10t16)t),5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2*3**
3 +++=

.1t5t20t70)t),6,5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2*3**
3 +++=

.1t6t35t224)t),7,6,5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2*3**
3 +++=

.1t7t56t588)t),8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1(C(L *2*3**
3 +++=

Theorem (5.2): 
         The roots of a cyclic polytope of 
dimension d with n-vertices are 
negative. 
Proof:  
    The Ehrhart polynomial of cyclic 
polytope are given by, [8] 
             

∑ ∑
= =

==
d

0k

d

0k

k*
kkk

**
d ,t)T(C(vol))T(Ct(vol)t),T(C(L

 where ))T(Ct(vol k
*

k is the volume 

of )T(Ct k
* in k-dimensional space. 

   The Ehrhart polynomial of cyclic 

polytope is a polynomial in *t of 
degree d.Now consider 

)1.2.5.......(ata...tata)t(p 0
*

1
1d*

1d
d*

d
* ++++= −

−

where )t(p *  is a polynomial of degree 

d and 011dd a,a,...,a,a −  are the 

constant coefficients of the 

polynomial )t(p * . 
 we can rewrite Equation (5.2.1) in its 
factored form, as shown in Equation 
(5.2.2) 

)2.2.5().........rt)...(rt)(rt(a)t(p d
*

2
*

1
*

n
* −−−=

  
 Where 1r , 2r …, dr  are the roots of the 

polynomial )t(p *  

If a polynomial )t(p *  of degree d has 

repeated roots 1r , 2r …, sr with 

respective multiplicities 

1k , 2k …, sk )dk...kk(, s21 =++ the

n the Equation (5.2.3) is true. 
)3.2.5....()...()()()( *

2
*

1
** 21 sk

s
kk

n rtrtrtatp −−−=
The following relation between the 
roots of algebraic equation (taking into 

account their multiplicities) and its 
coefficients hold true, [7]: 

d

1d
a

a
d

1i
id21 rr...rr −−

=

==+++ ∑   

d

2d
a

a
d

ji1
jid1d3121 rrrr...rrrr −−

≤
− ==+++ ∑

p

 

d

3d
a

a
k

d

kji1
jid1d2d421321 rrrrrr...rrrrrr −−

≤
−− ==+++ ∑

pp

Now for d=2 then 

)1.2.5.(..........atata)t(p 0
*

1
2*

2
* ++=

 

)tt(a)t(p
2

0

2

1
a

a*
a

a2*
2

* ++=  

We can write the equation (5.2.1) as 
the equation (5.2.2) 
 

)t(p * )rt(a 1
*

2 −=
)2.2.5().........rt( 2

* −  

        21
*

21
2* rrt)rr(t ++−=  

 
To ensure that the coefficients are all 
positive (they are the volume of the 
cyclic polytope) the roots must all be 
negative. By the properties of the 

polynomial )t(p * of degree d, and 
from the above profness we get 
contradiction, then the roots of the 
Ehrhart polynomial for a cyclic 
polytopes are all negative.   
For d=3 

)1.2.5.(..........atatata)t(p 0
*

1
2*

2
*

3
* +++=

)ttt(a)t(p
3

01

3 a
a*

3a
a2*

a
2a*

3
* +++=  

We can write the equation (5.2.1) as 
the equation (5.2.2) 

)t(p *
)at(a 1

*
3 −=

)2.2.5).......(rt)(rt( 3
*

2
* −−        

321
*

323121
2*

321
3* rrrt)rrrrrr(t)rrr(t −+++++−=

The coefficients obtained are negative 
which is contradiction because these 
coefficients are the volume of the 
cyclic polytope. 
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Figure (5.1) Pascal triangles. 
 

 


